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Boys And Dollies
by Dominic Oughton

The North faces of the Tre Cime di Lavaredo, the Cima Grande centre.
The Brandler-Hasse a near vertical line to the summit. Photo Dominic Oughton



Every climber has a secret tick-list of ambitions - they just might not
admit it, even to themselves. These are generally maintained with great
secrecy, in case inadvertent disclosure should result in a commitment to
actually go ahead and do one of these routes. Such disclosures usually occur
under the influence of significant amounts of alcohol, as in:

Climber 1 says: ‘I’ve always wanted to do the Brandler-Hasse’, and
thinks ‘did I really just say that?’
Climber 2: ‘Me too! We should team up for a go.’ ‘Oops - that sounded
like my voice then...’
Climber 1: ‘Right - next year maybe.’ ‘Thank heavens he’ll have
forgotten in the morning.’
Climber 2: ‘Yeah, right.’ ‘Unless I can’t think of a million other places
I would rather be...’
Bill Deakin and I had one such conversation. I can’t even remember

which of us was Climber 1, I just know it was in the wee small hours after
a Tans dinner, and we were only still up because going to bed would bring
the onset of a hangover sooner. We each managed to find excuses (to
ourselves or each other) for a couple of years, including a 30,000-mile trip
round the world. However, the conversation finally crystallised into a firm
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Bill Deakin on the big traverse on the
Brandler-Hasse.

Photo Dominic Oughton

Dominic and the Cima Piccolissima,
dawn on route to the Brandler-Hasse.

Photo Bill Deakin



commitment this summer, in the form of two Ryanair specials to Venice in
June - no doubt in part scolded into action by Pete Benson’s article in last
year’s Journal.

The Brandler-Hasse had found its way onto my tick list about ten
years before, during a blitzkrieg Dollies trip with Paul O’Reilly. We
managed four Dolomite classics, three big rock routes and a few days
sport-climbing in a little over a week, averaging almost 1,000ft a day.
The highlight was undoubtedly the Comici route on the Cima Grande -
one of the great North Faces of the Alps and a totally gob-smacking line.
The only consolation when you are looking up at 1,800ft of steep,
featureless and slightly crumbly rock is that at least you aren’t 100ft
further left, where the rock is steeper, less featured and more crumbly!
Yes - that’s the Brandler-Hasse.

Great plans were hatched for relevant training regimes - multiple laps of
Malham or Kilnsey perhaps, but we arrived at Liverpool Airport with our
preparation confined to an extended strategy meeting in the Harewood
Arms. We consoled ourselves with talk of a warm-up route the next day;
however the forecast was only good for the next day or two, with afternoon
storms set to become the pattern beyond that. Our confidence was high, but
had been somewhat dented by the pre-trip banter from our ever-supportive
climbing chums. As well as the usual ‘can I have your rack if you don’t
come back’ comments, the wind-ups focused on the uncomfortable night
spent by a very experienced team of Brits, when benighted at about two-
thirds height on the Brandler-Hasse the previous year.

Speeding up the autostrada to Cortina, the sun was shining brilliantly on
acres of rock, and we were soon pulling up to the Rifugio Auronzo at the
southern foot of the Tre Cime, at about 5pm. We were greeted by the Hut
Warden, shown our bunks and left in no doubt that dinner would be served
at 6pm and no later! We asked whether the via Hasse (poor old Brandler
doesn’t get a look in locally) was in good condition. The reply left us a little
unnerved: ‘I don’t know - no one has climbed the North Face yet this year,
but be careful of the descent route as it is very icy.’

Only slightly perturbed, we headed off at a trot to recce the route. As we
traversed around the end of the Cima Piccolisima, we were greeted by a
truly magnificent sight - the north walls of the Tre Cime lit up bright red by
the final rays of the setting sun. We dashed (or as near as we could through
knee deep snow) to the bottom of the route, and looked up.... and up! What
an awesome line, and bathed in the warm red glow, it looked almost
amenable. A small cairn and a peg at 50ft seemed to indicate the way.
Without needing to exchange a word, we had reached a mutual decision -
we would go for it in the morning. Warm ups are for wimps!
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We were a little late back at
the Rifugio, but the strictness
of the régime seemed to have
softened now we had
established our credentials
with our ambitious objective.
The Hut Warden was now
quite chatty, and she even
deigned to put out a few rolls
and a flask of coffee ahead of
our pre-dawn start. 

After a poor night’s sleep
we found ourselves shivering
outside the hut, gazing up at
the pre-dawn stars. Another
trudge, through slightly firmer
snow, saw us gearing up at the
cairn we had spotted the night
before, looking up at the route
now picked out in pink by the
rising sun. The bravado of the
previous evening had now been
coloured with a little caution and
the tempting peg we had
observed was clearly separated
from us by yards of blank, friable
rock. A search further right
revealed a feature more in
keeping with the vague corner on
our downloaded topo - though
‘in the first part there are many
possibilities’ is hardly the most
specific endorsement.

We made fast progress over
the first few pitches, until a
‘piccolo tattoo continuita’ (small
roof) barred the way. It didn’t look
much harder than the suggested 6c,
but the temptation of a couple of
bolts, and the thought of another 15
pitches, meant that discretion won
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Bill Deakin sun-rocking on the Cinque
Torre. Photo: Dominic Oughton



out over valour. Another pitch of free 6b led to a ‘passaggio delicato verso
sinistra’ - a tricky move left. This was a bit of a shock to the system -
tentative 6b+ traversing on crumbly finger pockets and sparse protection.
Bill followed across, bravely ignoring the 100ft of looping horizontal rope,
occasionally decorated by pieces of fallen-out gear, and we arrived at Stance
6 without incident. We paused briefly to pay homage to the 4-hour solo
ascent of the route in 2002 by Alex Huber. It’s not the climbing alone that
is impressive, but the amazing commitment given the dodgy nature of the
rock and outrageous exposure - What a guy!

Another traversing pitch led us inexorably towards the meat of the route
- a 500ft overhanging corner/groove system. Arriving at a promised ‘buona
cengia’ - good ledge and seeing a line of spaced but shiny bolts heading up
and rightwards, I began to relax. We were making great time - eight pitches
in only 3hrs. We might even be back in the Rifugio in time for supper!
Heading up rightwards, I was struck by how much the quality of the rock
had deteriorated, and the difficulty of the climbing increased. Led on by the
lure of the bolts, I followed a zig-zag line until I found myself about 80ft
above and 50ft right of Bill. Finally, the nagging doubt that had been
building at the back of my mind crystallised into the realisation that I had
taken us hideously off route. I had committed the novice error of thinking
we had run two pitches into one, and had in fact started heading up and right
one pitch too soon. A call across to Bill and a quick shufty round the corner,
confirmed that the real ‘buona cengia’ lay another 50ft further to Bill’s left.
After a frustrating and nerve-racking hour of descending overhanging,
tottering rock, trying to retrieve as much gear as possible, I was reunited
with Bill at what we now knew to be Stance 7, with 41/2hrs on the clock.
Oh well, I didn’t fancy pasta tonight anyway!

Back on route, we soon established ourselves in the ‘unmistakeable’
overhanging groove / corner system. Sure enough, it sprouted a barrow-load
of ageing tat, rotting pegs, miscellaneous wooden wedges and bits of old
angle-iron. Any thoughts of freeing the three 7a / 7a+ pitches had totally
evaporated (there hadn’t ever been much to evaporate), and a couple of
hours of stiff heaving had us above all major difficulties and only six easy
pitches of less than 6a+ to the top. We might not make supper, but we were
back on track, and looking good. 

The rest of the route passed uneventfully, though progress was
frustratingly slow. The combination of gathering tiredness, diminishing
adrenalin and an intermittent waterfall from the summit snow field
compensated for the reducing technical difficulties. With the easing of the
angle came a reduced amount of fixed gear, making for more difficult route-
finding and the occasional scare on loose rock. However, by 7pm we hauled
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ourselves onto the ledge system that encircles the top of the Cima Grande,
marking the end of the route and an easy amble off to the descent down ‘la
via normale.’ 12hrs was a pretty respectable time, given the route-finding
excursions. Another couple of hours should see us sipping (ok - quaffing!)
a well-earned beer in the Rifugio bar. 

After the traditional handshake we coiled ropes and set off along ‘la
comoda cengia’ which would take us round to the south face. Imagine our
surprise on rounding the corner to find this ‘comfortable ledge’ banked out
beneath 20ft of steeply-angled unstable snow. An abortive attempt to reach
the south face via an even more appalling rightwards traverse, saw us back
at the snow bank an hour later, with no alternative but to try to cross it. Shod
in rock boots, with a nut key for an ice axe, the sun dipping towards the
horizon provided an added sense of urgency. However, after a cold and
somewhat harrowing struggle, we finally found ourselves in the vicinity of
the descent at about 9pm with the sun now no more than a glow to the west.
Both Bill and I had made this descent previously. Whilst not technically
difficult, it involves complex route-finding, with numerous abseils and a lot
of down-climbing on loose scree and on this occasion probably snow and
ice. The unappealing prospect of a safe but chilly bivy was an easy choice
to make over the potential for an epic and unnecessarily dangerous descent
in the dark.

At this point the absurdity of modern communications in a mountain
environment intervened. A brief call to our anxious host reassured her that
we would be back for breakfast, but that she should put the beers back on
ice. On hanging up with a cheerful ‘Ciao!’ my mental picture of a cosy bar
was soon replaced with the reality of a bare scree ledge at 10,000ft. Donning
duvets and cags, we surveyed our remaining rations, which amounted to
half a bar of chocolate and a tube of fruit gums. After only a few minutes
the warmth from 15hrs of exertion was soon displaced by the heat-sapping
chill of the wind and we decided to squeeze ourselves into a tiny cave for
shelter. Bill baggsied the luxurious ‘bottom bunk’ sitting with legs
outstretched, whilst I sat sideways, with knees bent over his legs and back
hunched under the roof of the cave. The night dragged on interminably,
punctuated by the issue of carefully rationed fruit gums. I got my revenge
on Bill for the inferior sleeping position by falling into an intermittent sleep,
with accompanying (alleged) loud snores.

Dawn broke to reveal a glorious vista of limestone spires under a bright
blue sky. We could see the hut far below and more importantly, we could
see the first abseil station and thence the way down. There followed an hour
and a half of tedious rapping and scrambling, with the occasional stuck rope
and hard-to-spot ab point, reinforcing the wisdom of a daylight descent.
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Another 20mins found us stripping off gear outside the hut and being fêted
as the returning conquering heroes - our popularity reinforced as the
normally strict 9pm hut curfew had been extended on the previous evening
in a vigil for our return. After a monster breakfast we set about the serious
business of soaking up the rays (and beers) and admiring the procession of
expensive bikes which expensively-clad Italians had peddled up to the hut.
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Deakin at dawn at the North Face of the Cima Grande. Photo Dominic Oughton



Having achieved the main objective of our trip so early we were faced
with a choice of sloth or action. After a day of the former we realised that
neither our sun-burned skin nor our livers could take much more, so it was
back to the crags. We then set about tearing our way through Bill’s ‘Best
100 routes in the Dolomites’ - literally, as we tore each page out to carry en
route, rather than lug the whole book! The following day we were back on
the Cima Grande, on the much easier Dulfer route on the west face and were
back down for lunch (much to the relief of our hostess!). We were so early
in fact, that we sneaked in a few sports routes on the way to the next
destination - the Sella Pass area. Here we despatched the ‘Route of
Friendship’ and the Zeni corner on the South Face of the Piz Ciavazes; and
the Tissi Route up the WSW Arête of the First Sella Tower, together with a
few more sports routes for good measure. Finally, we headed over to the
Cinque Torre area, and the hospitality afforded by its wonderfully situated
hut. Here we knocked off the Via Miriam, the Via Finlandia and a very
steep, but unidentified, line on the South Face of the Torre Grande.

Around 6,000 feet of climbing including seven of the 100 best routes in
the Dolomites - not a bad return for a week’s holiday in the sun. Who says
Boys and Dollies don’t go?
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